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Future funding and delivery of UK health services is the subject
of unprecedented debate. The media are filled with opinionated
talking heads citing selective evidence comparing nations.
Ranking systems isn’t easy. Health outcomes are influenced by
socioeconomic and lifestyle determinants. Ratings depend on
the items picked, the weight given, and the ideological frame.
The United Kingdom has four national systems, although they
are often unhelpfully aggregated.
Spending per capita or as a percentage of gross domestic product
(GDP) is easier to rank than performance. The Organisation for
Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) and the
Economist Intelligence Unit (EIU) both place the UK near the
bottom among 27 countries ranked for funding as a percentage
of GDP.1 2 The EIU showed us to have fewer beds, doctors, and
nurses per 1000 population than nearly all.
Lower spending helps efficiency rankings. The Commonwealth
Fund table of 11 health systems places us top for cost
effectiveness,3 even cited by the chancellor’s spending review
as evidence of the NHS’s value for money.4 The EIU also
praised the UK’s efficiency. We are world class for equity of
access between rich and poor in those reports and in the Euro
Health Consumer Index (EHCI) study.5 Bloomberg rated us
17th of 51 nations for efficiency but 10th for unadjusted
healthcare spending versus life expectancy.6

What of outcomes? The Commonwealth Fund ranks the UK
first overall, using nine indicators, but has been criticised for
giving too much weight to surveys and processes.7 On its
“healthy lives” indicator we reached only ninth place. The
OECD put the UK’s performance far down the table on five
year survival for common cancers, such as breast and bowel,
or deaths from myocardial infarction or stroke. The EIU found
that our outcomes were “mediocre” overall.
The EHCI placed the UK only 14th in a list of 35 European
nations on a scorecard including outcomes, management, and
spending. In turn, it has been criticised for an excessive focus
on consumer factors around accessibility and choice.8

No consistent pattern emerges to link the mix of funding or
provisionmodels with quality or value, although dominant payer

systems such as the NHS tend to do better on cost and equity
than pluralistic insurance.
I’m just onemore talking head and I’ve only touched the surface,
but here’s my best guess: NHS services were designed to provide
free at point of delivery, equitable access to reasonable quality
universal services at low cost—not outstanding outcomes,
choice, and consumer focus at higher cost.
We could try funding our existing services to average European
levels.9 UK health spending will be less than 7% of GDP by
2021.10 Behind the media and the lobbying, we find politics,
ideology, and over-claiming assertions, not definitive evidence.
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